Real shifts induced by right invertible operators were studied by D. Przeworska-Rolewicz [1]- [4] . Complex and functional extensions of these shifts were considered by the author [5]- [10] . In the present paper periodic solutions of equations and initial value problems, induced by functional shifts are studied. Periodic solutions of an equation with an operator of complex differentation are considered.
0. Denote by L(X) the set of all linear operators with domains and ranges in a linear space X over the field C of the complex numbers and by L 0 (X) the set of all operators A € L(X) with dom A = X. The set of all right invertible operators belonging to L(X) will be denoted by R(X). If D € R(X) then we denote by Hp the set of all right inverses of D. In the sequel we shall assume that dim ker D / 0 and that right inverses belong to L 0 (X). An operator F G L 0 (X) is said to be an initial operator for D corresponding to an R G 11 D if The set of all initial operators for a given D 6 R{X) is denoted by ToHere and in the sequel we admit that 0° := 1. We also write N for the set of all positive integers and No := {0} U N. We should point out that, by definition of the set 5, the last sum has only a finite number of components different than zero. We denote by Xr fh the space of T/^-periodic elements, i.e. the space (0.6) X Ti h := {x G X : T f , h x = x} , h G IC.
1. In this section, K will stand either for the unit disk or for the complex plane C. As before a function / G H(K) has the following expansion:
Let Tfj< = {Tf t h}heK be a family of functional shifts for D 6 R(X) induced by the function /.
The general form of the solution of the equation
is given by the formula
where z € ker D is arbitrary and R G TZd is arbitrarily fixed (cf. [2] ). Note that if /(0) = 1 and R\y G X Tf h for an operator Ri G TZd then the set Proof. Let n G N and x G Xn are arbitrarily fixed. Consider S^x for an arbitrary 0 h G K. By Formula (2.3) we obtain
This and Inclusion (2.1) together imply that ShX = x+xi, where £i 6 Xn_i.
In the case n = 1 we have xi ^ 0. Indeed, let x = t\ w + to 6-ii, where to, h G C (ii 0). We have
Thus the equation = x is not solvable for x ^ ker JD. Since ker D = Xo,.we conclude that the space of 5^-periodic elements XSH = Xq. 
has not Sh-periodic solutions.
In similar way we can obtain Similarly, we can obtain that X 3 h h = {0}.
Observe that Formula (2.7) and Inclusion (2.2) together imply 
